Unidentified infrared emission bands
Aliphatic bending modes
• 8m plateau: -CH 3 (7.25 m), -C(CH 3 ) 3 (8.16 m, "e"), =(CH 3 ) 2 (8.6 m, "f")
• 12 m plateau: C-H out-of-plane bending modes of alkene ("a", "b"), cyclic alkanes (9.5-11.5 m, "c"), long chains of -CH 2 -groups (13.9 m, "d"). The PAH hypothesis (Allamandola et al. 1989 , Puget & Léger 1989 • the UIE features are the result of infrared fluorescence from small (~50 C atoms) gas-phase PAH molecules being pumped by far-ultraviolet photons (Tielens 2008) • The central argument for the PAH hypothesis is that single-photon excitation of PAH molecules can account for the 12 µm excess emission observed in cirrus clouds in the diffuse interstellar medium by IRAS (Sellgren 1984 (Sellgren , 2001 ).
